Oil & Gas Field Service Software OGFSTM
Features to boost profitability and cash flow
Certified by Microsoft (CfMD)
Save time and money with a single solution for Service, Rental, and Sales
A single solution to optimize the process of providing services, equipment, supplies,
inventory, and chemicals to the oilfield with minimal effort and labor cost.

Minimize loss and maximize utilization of equipment and tools
Keep track of the location, availability, expected return date of each piece of equipment
or tool. Visibility into other locations reduces unnecessary buys and hot-shot costs.
Virtually eliminate equipment loss with complete history of equipment, tools and
consumables deployed and used at a site or carried on each truck.

Improve personnel management and incentives
Know availability, location history, utilization, and profitability of personnel as well as
their training and certifications. Eliminate duplicate entry of employee time by uploading ticket information to feed payroll.

Avoid missed jobs and assignments with automatically refreshing Electronic Job / Dispatch Boards
Replace manual job dispatch boards and spreadsheets with automatically refreshing electronic dashboards showing customer,
site, well, rig, equipment, chemical, personnel, and other information. Display the information most pertinent to your needs
for each job or service ticket. Easily search and apply filters to almost any field, including status or progress of the job.

Make informed decisions with increased visibility to Profitability and Performance
Readily see profitability over any date range by any level or grouping desired including job, customer, location, service type,
equipment type and size, serial number, vehicle, person, crew, operator, job, AFE, well, rig, lease, state and more.

Reduce rejected invoices with accurate contract pricing and quotations
Create accurate quotations and easily convert them to orders, and invoices. Reduce rejected invoices and delays in the invoice
approval process and enjoy a higher invoice acceptance rate with customer specific contract pricing.

Minimize equipment failure, revenue loss, and repair costs
Manage preventative maintenance, repair, and inspections of internal and customer-owned assets. Easily record parts used,
service technician, and the type of repair, maintenance, testing or inspection performed. Project future preventative maintenance dates to facilitate parts replenishment.

Eliminate double and triple entry of Order, Field Ticket, and Billing documents. Cut labor cost 50% to 75%
Eliminate duplicate data entry, consolidate multiple tickets onto one invoice, pre-validate customers’ invoice coding requirements, reduce missed invoice charges, increase accuracy, upload to industry EDI and portals, cut labor cost 50% to 75%.

Realize a 1% to 4% increase in cash with Electronic Field Tickets
Utilize a variety of mobile devices (iPad, Android, tablet, computer, phone) to enter information in the field and synchronize
with NAV, or transmit to another accounting software to be invoiced. It is realistic for many companies to realize an increase
in cash of 1% to 4% of sales. Calculate the financial impact for your company here: www.cbsi-corp.com/cbsiroi .

Financial Management / Complete ERP, CRM, MRP
Includes G/L, Financial Reporting, A/R, A/P, Bank Reconciliation, Cash Flow Forecast, basic CRM, Fixed Assets, Inventory, Assembly, Job Cost, Purchase Order Management, Sales Order Management, Report Writer, Role-based Dashboards, Analysis
Views, and Notifications. Extended pack adds full Manufacturing, Advanced Warehouse Management and more.
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